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8 Psychodynamic Counselling in a Nutshell

Note

1. For the sake of clarity, I will refer to the counsellor as'she'and the client
as 'he'throughout, except when describing specific case studies.

Further Reading

Sl,rnington, N. (2006) A Healing Conversation: How Healing Happens.

London: Karnac.

TWO
Key Concepts in Psychodynamic

Counselling

.\s a trainer observing counsellors trained in other models at work, I
rave come to realize that how we do counselling is largely determined

:v the model we work within. From the most fundamental aspects of
!.re relationship, such as how we greet a client, to the use ofadvanced

..rerapeutic skills like making interpretations, our whole way of relat-

.rg to and thinking about our client is driven by the theoretical model
,ee subscribe to. It is therefore important to know what it is that defines
-:e model we use and what differentiates one model from the other.

-his then allows us to understand why we do what we do.

The psychodynamic model

-r begin with, I should make it clear that there is no such thingas'The
..r'chodynarnic Modell 'Psychodynamic' is an umbrella term that

::ters to all models of the mind that are primariiy concerned with

-rconscious processes. All psychodynamic models (and many other

,odels, like Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT), that now have no

' :egiance to psychoanalltic thinking) trace their lineage back to Freud

:.:d psychoanalysis. Psychoanalysis remains the most influential of the

:,r'chodynamic models, though some thinkers, like Jung, developed

.:eud's ideas in such different directions that they founded separate

-:rools of psychodynamic thinking.
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However, modern psychoanalytic thinking has not remained the

sarne as it was in Freud's day. )ust as in other intellectual and scientific

disciplines, the important thinkers within psychoanalysis since Freud

have revised and developed his theories in the light ofexperience and

research. At the same time, they acknowledge that some of what he

said remains relevant today. Much of what I describe beiow is found in

all psychodynamic models, but where there are differences between

the models I will privilege the psychoanalltic model for the sake of

clarity.

We all have an unconscious inner world

Psychodynamic modeis take as their starting point the proposition that

we have an 'inner world' that has a powerful influence on how we

think, feel and behave. Our inner world is comprised of feelings'

memories, beliefs and fantasies. It is partly conscious, meaning that we

know about it and have access to it. But it is largely unconscious, mean-

ing that we are, by definition, unaware ofit and do not have access so

easily. In the recent past the notion ofthe existence ofan unconscious

mind was itself controversial, particularly in academic psychology'

However, today advances in neuroscience have brought the uncon-

scious into mainstream psychology and unconscious awareness is

recognized in many cognitive psychological theories, including theo-

ries of perception and learning, though the terminology used can be

different.
Freud believed he had evidence that the unconscious mind fol-

lows a different set of ruies from our conscious mind. He argued that

unconscious mental life is governed by primary processes, whereas

conscious mental life is governed by secondary mental processes' By

this he meant that the conscious mind is organized according to the

rules of logic, is in touch with reality, can defer gratification and

understands concepts oftime and the difference between things and

people. By contrast, primary or unconscious Processes are not con-

strained by reality. Time can collapse, so that an event that happened
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many years ago can be experienced as though it is happening in the
present. Contradictions can exist within primary process thinking
and one thing can stand for another, for example a snake might not
just represent a penis (as it would in secondary process thinking) but
become one. Freud also believed that the unconscious mind is gov-
erned by the 'pleasure principle', meaning that it demands immediate
gratification of instinctual pleasures and is motivated to get those

lleasures met.
It is possible to think ofgradations ofconsciousness, so that some

:arts of our unconscious mind are more readily accessible than others.

One of the aims of psychodynamic counselling is to make more of our
ninds avaiiable to conscious awareness, so that we can live our lives

:nore aware of what motivates us and why we behave and feel the way
..se do. Such knowledge allows us greater freedom and choice about
iow we act. However, we can never be fully aware of what is in our
inconscious, rather just better at working out what might be going on.

-o some extent our unconscious can be inferred - by ourselves and by
rther people, for example by how we behave, the things we say or feel-

.:gs we experience. More specifically, it can be worked out through the

.:ories we tell, the dreams we relate and other 'give-aways' such as

.'kes, slips of the tongue and the use of metaphor and symbolism.
Freud was particularly interested in how our unconscious can be

.:en in everyday life. He feit that the interpretation of dreams was 'the

:,.r'al road to a knowledge of the unconscious. 'lhrough analysis of
::eams Freud believed he could elucidate the workings of the uncon-
<ious mind, particularly by revealing wishes, fears or conflicts that the

- nscious mind could not tolerate. He distinguished between what he

::.11ed the manifest content (the actual story) and the latent content

-:e hidden story) of dreams. He argued that the manifest content and

-:eaning of the dream both represent and disguise the hidden 'story'

'--J meaning. He believed that the latent content was usually to do

".:h forbidden sexual or aggressive wishes and therefore too anxiety-
:- ri'oking to be directly represented in the dream. Today we dont limit
-: understanding ofdreams to representing only sexual or aggressive

---tieties and wishes. Instead we look to dreams to help us understand
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our client's wishes and arxieties and how the dreamer relates to other
important people in his world.

When she returned for her second session Layla told me that she was
still feeling upset following a dream she had had the previous night.
ln the dream she had lost a valuable bracelet and was frightened of
letting her mother know. Then she was on a train, and asked a

woman sitting next to her if she would help her search for the lost
bracelet and offered her a reward if she found it. The woman agreed
to help her, but when Layla told her how much the reward was she
said she wanted more. Layla couldn't pay more without asking her
mother for money, but she hadn't told her mother she had lost the
bracelet and knew her mother could not afford to pay the reward
even had she known. Layla was anxious she would never find the
bracelet and was so upset that she had woken from the dream and
had been unable to get back to sleep for some while.

When I asked Layla what she thought about the dream she said that
she had been sorting through some things the previous day and had
come across a bracelet her father had bought her not long before her
parents separated. She had forgotten she still had it. She considered
giving it away, but had decided to keep it, though hid it so that her
mother wouldn't find it as she knew her mother would be upset she

had kept it.

The manifest content ofthis dream is about a search for a lost bracelet

and whether the reward offered was sufiicient. Having agreed to help
her the woman asked for more than Layla could afford; Layla was con-
cerned that the only way she might find the bracelet would be at a cost

to her mother.
Not uncommonly dreams are built around an acfual recent event -

in this case the discovery the previous day of the bracelet her father
had given her - it had been his last gift to her. Freud termed this the
day residue'. I understood the bracelet as standing for - being a

representation of - the father she had lost. The setting for the action
of the dream was a train on which she was travelling with a woman
she did not know. It is not uncommon for clients at the beginning of
counselling to have dreams about going on a journey, which is often
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understood as a dream about the start of the therapeutic journey.

Quite often these dreams are infused with anxiety, even though con-
sciously the client might say he is looking forward to starting coun-
selling. I understood the woman in the dream as a representation of
me; like me she was going to help Layla search for something. But
the woman wanted more than Layla could afford. Layla had some
;oncerns about the financial cost ofcounselling, but her anxiety in
the dream was more likely to be about how much it would cost her
in other respects. By this I mean that unconsciously Layla was pos-
sibly anxious about the emotional cost to her ofstarting counselling,
:nd whether I had understood how great that cost might be. She
night also be anxious about what she might find out about herself
.:nd what she might reveal to me. She would be facing up to painful
:ssues and her life might well change as a result in ways that she had
rot yet imagined. In the dream, when she couldnt afford what the
ir'oman demanded she feared the bracelet would never be found. I
;'ondered about the extent to which, at an unconscious level, Layla
;sas anxious that I would leave her to cope alone with any difficulties
.he might have in managing the emotional cost of counselling.

-astly, and importantly, she kept her distress about the loss of the
rracelet a secret from her mother, and felt that she could not afford
:e cost of funding the search. The dream may therefore indicate
.:orv conflicted Layla is about her relationship with her dead father,

-tween a part of her that wants to rediscover him and the part of
:-er that fears she can only do so at great cost to her relationship with
-.er mother.

Freud also argued that we often reveal what our true, but uncon-

--:ous, wishes or conflicts are through jokes, or slips of the tongue
:reud, 2000). Most of us are aware of the cruelty or anger that can

. ien underlie a joke, but which it can be difficult to confront. Or we
.::ow people who say very contentious or aggressive things and then
.:r', 'l was just jokingl At some level we are usually aware of the hidden

=ack implicit in these jokes, though the teller himself may not be
:.:,ascious of it. Likewise slips of the tongue can reveal motives or
.:shes that we have hidden from other people or ourselves.

I
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Psychodynamic practitioners today also talk about our inner world
(conscious and unconscious) being populated by the important people

in our lives, like parents or other carers, or a Partner. These people are

known in psychodynamic terminology as bbjects' and our relationship

with them as bbject relationships'. This rather unfortunate terminol-

ogy carne about because Freud, who first described the concept, wrote

in German, which was sometimes translated in a way that lost the

subtlety of some of its original meaning. Object relationships are

understood as being the product ofboth the actual relationship with

carers and the distortions ofthat relationship brought about by uncon-

scious fantasy. Understanding and elucidating a persorfs object rela-

tionships tells us much abouthowhe experiencedhis early relationships.

At the same time, however, psychodynamic practitioners acknowledge

that our fantasies always have the potential to distort that experience,

so understanding internal object relationships can only tell us a limited

amount about what actually went on'

In common with counsellors practising in other models, psycho-

dynamic counsellors work with conscious asPects of their clients'

inner worlds to bring about psychological change. However, what

makes the psychodynamic model distinct from other models is that

it emphasizes the importance of the unconscious mental life of our

clients. Translated into practice, psychodynamic counsellors seek to

help their clients become aware of their inner world, and to make

conscious and explicit as much as possible of the mindt workings

that were previously unconscious and implicit.

Our inner world is dynamic

A basic proposition that sets the psychodynamic model apart from

other models is that the unconscious is dynamic, and therefore pur-

poseful. Consequently, it is a source of motivation for our behaviour,

feelings and fantasies, rather than just something neutral that we are

unaware of. Although academic psychology and psychodynamic

psychology now agree about the existence of the unconscious, there
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remains a disagreement between them regarding whether or not it is

dynamic and therefore an important source of motivation.

Quite often people believe that as we are unaware of what is going
on in our unconscious inner world, it has no effect on us. However,
psychodynamic models hold that the opposite is true: it is often uncon-
scious memories, needs, feelings and fantasies that have the most
profound effect on the way that we experience the world around us.

Furthermore, our actions and conscious beliefs are largely driven by
.rur attempts to keep unacceptable truths from our conscious aware-

ress. This is an extremely uncomfortable proposition as it means that
',re are not totally in charge of our feelings or behaviour. It goes against

:owerful cultural beliefs - at least in Western cultures - that we can

;ontrol most things; such beliefs are supported by advances in science

:nd technology. So, a model that takes as its central premise that we are

rot totally in control can be very threatening. However, there are many

=i'eryday examples of how our unconscious mind takes precedence

'\'er our conscious mind. For example, how often do we find ourselves
.;ondering why we have repeated unhelpful or destructive behaviours
--1at we promised ourselves we would never do again? The psycho-

:;namic model accounts for this by saying that our unconscious moti-
, ition to repeat the unheipful behaviour takes precedence over our
: ,nscious motivation not to. It then seeks to understand what that

-:conscious motivation might be.

The word dynamic' refers to movement, or turbulence, meaning

-:at our inner world is not static, but always changing. Turbulence is

-:-,derstood as a normal aspect of psychological functioning, since the
. -,rld we live in is constantly changing and we have to adapt to those

-.-.trnges. The strength and amount of turbulence varies, however,

:.:;ording to how much pressure we are under at any given moment.
.:-e pressure can come from internal or external sources. By internal
-. -rces I mean instinctual needs (see below), memories, fantasies,

:<-:efs and wishes; also our relationship to ourselves and important

-:ers in our minds. By external sources I mean events or relation-
:-:s in the outer world that affect us. My image of my own internal
. :ld is that it is like a 'lava' lamp in which coloured convection

I I
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currents are in perpetual and ever-changing movement in relation to

one another. The amount of movement in the lamp is determined by

the amount of heat in the system. In a similar way the amount of tur-

bulence there is in our inner world is determined by the amount of

psychological 'heat'being generated by pressure from inside us (our

inner world) or from the external world. Layla came to counselling at

a time when the amount of psychological turbulence she was experi-

encing had increased to the point where it was causing considerable

discomfort - it was making her sick - and she could no longer cope

with it alone.

We all experience inner conflict
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mother's, while being afraid that if she did so she would be responsible

if her mother was unable to cope on her own. At present this conflict
is probably preconscious, in other words not that far below conscious
awareness and therefore not too difficult to get to. Likewise, although
she hasnt yet articulated it to herseif, Layla's longing to repair the inter-
nal object relationship with her father is also not far from conscious
awareness. But at a deeper level ofher unconscious mind there will be

other conflicts that will be less accessibie, for example whether Layla

t-eels responsible for the end of her parents' marriage. At that deeper
Ievel there will also be issues to face about how she relates to her
objects; who she is and how she sees herself in her own mind. The

osychodynamic model seeks to help Layla to first recognize the nature
of her conscious concerns before exploring the unconscious distress

rnderlying them. It involves helping her to become consciously aware

rf underlying conflict and helping her to tolerate the pain that is

:nevitable when she faces it.

We all need psychological defences

- his brings me to the next important idea in the psychodynamic
:odel, which is that we need to find ways of coping with the inherent
::scomfort of the human condition and the conflict it causes, so that
ie are not overwhelmed. The ways we have of coping are called
:et-encesl We can use psychological defences quite consciously and
:=liberately, but the psychodynamic model is particularly interested in
:ose defences that we deploy unconsciously. Freud saw'repressionl a

' :m of forgetting, as particularly significant. This he understood as a
. :r' of making, and then keeping, unconscious any wishes or thoughts

--:.t are threatening and may therefore become a source of anxiety. He
,"r.' the aim of psychoanalltic work as making the uuconscious con-
.- ,:us through lifting repression. Although modern psychodynamic

- -rkets also acknowledge the importance of repression, rve no longer

- r : it the central place that Freud did.

I

Very often we experience these convection currents as a clash or a

conflict. The notion of conflict and the pain it can cause is a central

idea in the psychodynamic model, which views the experience of

being human as inherently uncomfortable. This is because v/e con-

stantly have to reconcile the tension between the things we want for

ourselves, the demands of living in groups with others and what, in

realiry is possible. We must make ongoing adjustments and compro-

mises to changes in our external world. And this is not the only com-

promise we have to make. We also have our own set of internal

guiding principles about how we should live life' So, we cannot do

*hut *. want when we want' If we dorit obey society's rules, and our

own conscience, we will pay a price. Consequently, we cannot drive as

fast as we want, take things that belong to other people, hurt them if
they get in our way antl so on. Sometimes we want to do these things

very much, an<l when the wish to do so is powerful it can be very

distressing and difficult to cope with.

Consciously Layla was aware of the conflict between her wish to

marry Iames and not wanting to leave her mother behind if she went

to Edinburgh. However, the conscious manifestation of the conflict

may also overlie a wish that she could put her own needs before her
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Layla indicated that one of her mechanisms of protecting herself is

a defence known as denial', which means that we deny the fact that

something is upsetting us in order not to have to be distressed about

what we cant have. Layla also used'rationalization', which is a defence

whereby we give ourselves a rational and reasonable story to account

for or justify something that is uncomfortable. Layla used both

defences in talking about her relationship with her father in the first

session. She denied that she minded her parentt divorce and then

rationalized that it hadrft made much difference to her because her

father had not been at home much. By doing this Layla has managed

any negative feelings about the divorce and the loss of her father'

However, her defences are no longer working so well, as in the second

session she brings a dream whose latent contentl is about searching for

her father. This time Layla's defences are operating at an almost con-

scious level and it may not, therefore, come as too great a shock should

I point out to her how she is trying to manage the hurt of her father's

estrangement and subsequent loss.

We develop defences early in life in order to manage the challenges

of coping with the inevitable discomfort of being human - even the

most sensitively cared-for baby has to manage uncomfortable feelingu

for example when hungry or in other kinds of physical discomfort'

Very often people enter counselling at a time when their defences are

no longer serving them well. Defences may be too rigid and make life

difficult (for example the person who uses denial to the point he no

longer faces any problem), or they might have collapsed altogether

(for example the person who cannot get out of bed for fear of some-

thing terrible happening). We need defences to be able to function in

the world, so it is not the aim of psychodynamic work to eliminate

them. That would not only be unwise, but impossible. At the sarnc

time we need our defences to be sufficiently flexible that they allow ur

to respond according to the particular situation we are in, rather than

treating all situations as though they were the same' Defences applied

rigidly are unhelpfirl, because they reduce the choices we have abod

how we respond, and we are likely to find ourselves in even greator

difficulty because we have reacted inappropriately' The vignette belor
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demonstrates how a defence can get in the way ofreal understanding
rvhen it is applied rigidly.

Stella found it difficult to be a client. She was frightened that if she
became vulnerable and allowed me close to her I would in some way
damage her. One day she was talking about her parents, with whom
she had had a difficult and painful early relationship:'Giving up the
hatred of one's parents is an ideal theoretical position, but the con-
cept of acceptance is partial.'Her highly technical language in one
way described her dilemma about the pain involved in realizing that
she could not let go of her hatred for her parents. She often used the
defence of intellectualization as a way of keeping both me and her
own feelings at a distance. At this level her defence had worked, as
she was succeeding in cutting out me, as well as her own feelings.

lefences become part ofthe very structure ofour character, and are an
iportant determinant of our personal style in the way we relate to the
,;orid. Very often psychodynamic texts give long lists of defences,
.rcluding the ones I have described above. However, modern psycho-
:vnamic thinking is less mechanistic and tends to look at how we can

-se any experience or feeling in a defensive way. Nevertheless, there are
r,,;o more defences that I think it is important to describe as they are
: ,mmonly observed in everyday life and frequently experienced in the
: ,nsulting room. The first is projection and the second is splitting.

Projection is the means by which we attribute to other people our
;r-n unacceptable characteristics. Like other defences, projection oper-

r.s at an unconscious level, so we are unaware that we are doing it,
:rrugh sometimes we can feel uncomfortable when we have attacked
- neone for having a characteristic we have projected into them.

Jeremy was an extremely caring man, and was often selfless in his
relationships to others. ln counselling it became clear, however, that
he was secretly very critical of those he considered selfish. His stories
.vere often about those whose behaviour he condemned for their
self-centredness, and at times he hinted that I too was selfish and put
'ny needs before those of my clients. I hypothesized to myselfthat he
ielt unconscious anxiety about his own selfishness and that he
'esolved this by projecting it into those around him.



One of the goals of psychodynamic work is to help the client to recog-

nize what he has projected and to accept it as a part ofhim' The process

of taking back projections and owning them is called 'reintrojection' In

this case, jeremy needed help to recognize the extent to which he could

be selfish, and how that impacted on his relationships with others' It

also involved exploring the anxiety behind what it means to be selfish'

)eremy feared that if he gave frrll rein to his selfishness he would

become unlovable and alienate those on whom he depended'

In order to project an unwanted part of us into someone else we

have to first split that part off from conscious awareness' Splitting

occurs when it is psychologically too threatening to hold two things

together at the same time, for example to see oneself a's both selfish and

caiirrg. Human beings have a strong tendency to split things into oppo-

sites and only see one asPect of a complex situation' In particular' we

tend to see others or ourselves as all good or all bad' It is a sign of

psychological maturity when we can mange the tensions involved in

frir,ging opposites together for example being able to acknowledge

that we can love and hate the same Person.
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Psychological symptoms are rooted
in our inner world
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that the underlying need to feel safe needs to be addressed in counsel-

ling and that once the person has an experience ofbeing safely held by

their counsellor they will become more abie to hold their own distress

and the symptoms of anxiety will reduce (see Winnicott, 1965).

Although psychodynamic practitioners acknowledge that treatments

that just focus on treating symptoms can make a difference in the short

term, they maintain that unless the underlying cause is worked with
the symptoms are likeiy to return. This is particularly the case when

the developmental needs or inner conflict underlying the symptoms

are still creating turbulence.
Syrnptoms are understood as both an expression of distress and,

sometimes, as also symbolizing that distress. For example, someone who

;uts himself may be doing so in order to feel the pain associated with self

harm because he is emotionally numb and he wants to be able to feel the

rain he is in. In this case the s).rnptom may give us a direct clue about the

rroblem the client is presenting with. Laylat main presenting symptom
r''as feeling sick. Although she recognized this as an expression of her

listress, her understanding was framed physiologically - to do with the

.:rrpact of stress hormones. But we could also wonder about what feeling

rr being sick syrnbolized; she was phobic of being sick and it might be

iat she was frightened that bad and messy things inside her would come

-,ut in an uncontrolled way.

We are motivated by our instincts

'-r human beings have become more sophisticated we have found it

-:reasingly difficult to accept that we could be motivated by instincts,

.. other animals are. We like to think we are different from the animal

-,rld and are in charge of ourselves: that we know exactiy what moti-
::es us; that we are logical and rational and understand why we do

:at we do. As noted previously, psychodynamic theorists occupy an

--,;omfortable position aswe do accept the proposition that we are not
:*.:irely in control. Psychodynamic theorists know that our instinctual

I

The psychodynamic model holds that psychological symptoms are the

external expression of distress in our internal world' This may be the

result of developmental difficulties in our early lives (for example early

neglect or trauma) or internal conflict befiveen competing wishes or

needs. An example of a developmental difficulty leading to sFmptoms

is someone who, as a baby, was left to cry alone for long periods of

time. Because their carer did not reliably help them with their distress'

they would not have internalized an experience ofbeing helped and

therefore may not have the internal resources to manage later distress'

As an adult that person might become very anxious, though it might

be difficult for them to understand why. Psychodynamic theory holds
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needs can powerfully over-ride other, more tivilizedl behaviour' When

this happens we can sometimes feel very badly about our resultant

behaviour. As I was thinking about this section ofthe chapter I listened

to a radio programme in which a woman described how she survived

an air crash by climbing over other people to get out of the burning

plane. Her instinct to survive was so powerful that she performed a

physical feat that she would normally be unable to manage. However,

ever since she has lived with guilt that her instinctual act of self-

preservation allowed her to live when others died.

Freud argued that the most important of the instincts is our sexual

drive and that much ofthe reason for having psychological defences is

to keep awareness of our sexual instincts from conscious awareness.

]ung, however, was more aware of the importance of relationships and

most psychodynamic thinkers today agree that our most basic instinc-

tual need is to relate to other People. From the moment of birth we

seek out relationships in whatever way we are able according to our

level of maturation; our survival depends on our ability to relate to

others and we are programmed to do so. At the same time neuroscien-

tists have identified a number of instinctual circuits'that are common

to all mammals, including man, and which reside in the primitive part

of the brain. These circuits map on to and extend some of the instincts

identified by Freud, such as the sexual drive, and confirm Freud's

proposition that quite a lot of our behaviour is governed by our

instincts (Solms, 2004).

Early childhood experiences influence
our adult Personality

There have been many times when I have suggested a link between a

clientt childhood experience and his current difficulties and I have

received the surprised reply, 'But I cant remember much about my

childhood or'That was a long time ago. It has nothing to do with

whatt happening now' And, indeed, it is very difficult for that person

to feel that there is a link. How can it be that things we dort't even
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remember have a profound and lasting influence on the adults we

become? Starting with Freud, psychodynamic theory has argued that

early experience is a significant ingredient in determining both adult

personality and later psychological difficulties. Again, this can be a
very uncomfortable proposition. If someone has had a painful chiid-
hood he generally prefers to think that once he is an adult he will be

able to determine who he is and that life will be better. He would rather

not think that his childhood experience could make it difficult for him
to cope with his adult life. It seems doubly unfair.

There has been a longstanding, and sometimes bitter debate within
psychodynamic thinking about the relative contribution of a child's

fantasy world in the later development of his adult personaiity, and his

actual experience of the world around him. On one side some theoreti-

cians have argued that unconscious fantasy shapes our experience and

is relatively more important than actual experience (see Chapter 3). On

the other side of the debate there are those who argue that fantasy is

shaped by the experience we have as children, and that it plays an

important, but secondary role in character formation. What has never

been in dispute, however, is that childhood experience influences our

adult personality. Psychodynamic psychology has always been rooted

in developmental theory, and has sought to explain both our adult
personalities and our psychological difficulties in reiation to our develop-

rrental history.

We have a number of different memory systems. One, called epi
;odic memory, is the system that remembers events. Few of us have

memories of events much before our third birthday, and it is not

ancommon for memory for events to start at around the age of five

\Vilkinson, 2010). Freud called this lack of early memory for events

infantile amnesia' and thought it was the result of repression. However,

',re now know it is because networks in the brain involved in episodic

lremory are not myelinated until we are about three, and myelination is

reeded in order for episodic memory to be laid down. So not remem-

rering much before we are five or so is quite usual. However, clients

xho cannot remember much of their childhood after the age of five are

-rnderstood as needing to forget and such a lack of memory suggests

II
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either that the client's childhood has been difficult, or there has been a

trauma that he has coped with by forgetting everything that went

before. Very early in my career I worked with a young woman who

could remember nothing before the death of her mother when she was

10. The only way she could cope with the magnitude of her loss was to

wipe out all memory of her mother and, since her mother was so central

to my client's life, she forgot everlthing else before she was 10 as well'

However, another kind of memory, called implicit memory' oPer-

ates from birth. This kind of memory is to do with learning skills and

how to 'be with others. We cannot remember learning to walk, but

that knowledge is laid down in our implicit memory' Psychodynamic

practitioners often talk about'body memory' which is to do with our

early experience ofbeing handled by our carers and how the nature of

that care is 'remembered' and emerges later in life by the way we care

for ourselves.

Psychodynamic practitioners are interested in the ear$ history of

their ciients so that they can understand the origins oftheir difficulties'

Knowledge of a client's early history helps the counsellor to tailor her

interventions to address the source of his problems. For example, in an

earlier section of this chapter I talked about the experience of inner

conflict and how that impacts on our psychological well-being' Some

clients have exPerienced significant disruptions in their early relation-

ships, or have a history of cruelry neglect or trauma' Although they

experience conflict, their more significant difficulty might lie in lack-

ing a sense of who they are. In psychodynamic language we talk about

the development of their ego having being undermined by their expe-

riences so that they have been unable to develop a robust sense of self'

Consequently, their sense of identity can easily be destabilized' When

such clients seek counselling, their need for help initially lies in repair-

ing these deficits rather than coping with the internal conflicts I

referred to earlier.

Recent and exciting advances in neuroscience are beginning to sup-

port what psychodynamic clinicians have always argued' There is

increasing evidence that our brains are sculpted by the emotional

experiences we have from infancy - some even before we were born'
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Our early experiences with our carers interact with our genetic make-

up to determine how our brains develop. For example, infants brought
up in circumstances where they were frequently stressed experience

high levels of cortisol in the brain, which impacts on how they react to

stressful situations later in life (Gerhardt, 2004). The long-term impli-
;ation of this experience-driven development is that our behaviour as

adults and our capacity to relate to others has a direct connection to

our early experiences (see Chapter 6).

The relationship with a counsellor is
central to change

^ he next tenet of the psychodynamic model holds that psychological

:hange happens through the medium of the relationship between the

:lient and his counsellor. There are three important elements to this

:elationship: the transference, the countertransference and the real

:tlationship. fiansference is the process by which the inner world of
re client becomes revealed in counselling through the relationship he

:evelops with his counsellor. This happens when we'transfer'onto the

:.lationship with a counsellor our expectations about how we will
::have with or experience our objects (carers, siblings or other impor-
--:nt people) and how they will behave with or experience us. il'hese

: (pectations are created by real or fantasized experiences ofour objects

r voung children. Our early relationships thus become the template
- : our expectations of later relationships. We are quite active in

-empting to recreate new object relationships that will fit the template

: our previous experience, including those with our counsellor.

runsellors become transference objects for their clients partly
r<iause the counselling relationship is an intimate one that evokes

-;mories of other intimate relationships. Also, coming into counsel-

.s leads to a degree ofregression in the client because he has had to

--.< for help with a problem he cannot solve on his own, which puts
"-:r more forcefully in touch with earlier patterns of relating when he

, .s dependent on his carers.

rI
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Complementary to the client's transference to his counsellor is the

counsellor's countertransference to her client. By this I mean that the

counsellor may become aware of feelings within herself that have

arisen in response to her client's unconscious communication or state

of mind. For example, a client may talk about an area of his life as

though it was something that did not bother him, yet the counsellor

may experience powerful feelings such as anger or sadness in response

to the story which may indicate that the client himself is unable to bear

his own feelings of sadness or anger. My experience of feeling a heavy

lump inside me in Layla's first session may have indicated the extent to

which she felt burdened by her feeling that she was responsible for her

mother and brother - something that she was unable to acknowledge at

that juncture. Countertransference has become a vital tool in psycho-

dynamic practice. It is now understood as an important source of com-

munication from the client about states of mind that may not otherwise

be available to expression.

The real relationship involves that part of the relationship which is

relatively free of transference dynamics, so that it is more based in
reality; it is to do with two human beings connecting with one

another. Psychodynamic schools differ in the extent to which they
accept the idea that the counselling relationship can ever be free of
transference distortions, and Kleinians have been concerned that
working with the real relationship can weaken the transference. I
would argue that the transference is more robust than Kleinians

sometimes appear to think, and indeed, Lipton (1977) argued that a

real experience ofhis counsellor might facilitate the client's transfer-

ence. Furthermore, as Gill (1979) points out, not everything is the

consequence of client distortion. In my own view, clients' accurate

perceptions ofus are important to acknowledge, since they help orient

them to reality. Also real things happen between counsellor and client

during the course of their work together, The counsellor may have

to cancel sessions at short notice, or she may be visibly unwell or

upset. Acknowledging the accuracy of a client's perceptions at such

a time can help him discover his counsellor as a new rather than a
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transferential object (Baker, 1993). One of the aims of psychodynamic

counselling is to facilitate the client in making the distinction between

his inner and external worlds. Not to acknowledge his accurate

perception can undermine that aim and may also impair his trust in
iis counsellor.

Receiving a client's unconscious communication can Put a great

deal of pressure on the counsellor, who might find herself experiencing

ubearable feelings or wishing to act in ways that are unhelpful to her

;lient. Sometimes the pressure to respond in a way that fits her clientt
:emplate can result in the counsellor feeling, and even behaving, in
:ccordance with the client's transferential expectations.

As I got to know her better I realized that Laylat relationship with her

objects was characterized by a combination of omnipotence and

dependence. This was particularly evident in her relationship with
her mother. On the one hand she felt over-responsible for her

mother's welfare and firmly believed that her mother would be

unable to function without her. Layla's omnipotence demanded
perfection in everything she did and left her feeling guilty beyond
what the situation merited when she failed her mother in small

ways. Even minor oversights led to endless self-recrimination and

accusations of selfishness. At the same time her mother's perceived

need of her meant that Layla herself did not need to engage fully
with the outside world. and I began to realize that her resistance to
going to Edinburgh was partly to do with her need to keep her

mother close so as to maintain a sense of internal equilibrium. lt was

becoming clear just how dependent on and identified with her

mother Layla was. Without her Layla would have found it very diffi-
cult to face the outside world, including the relationship with James.

ln the same way that she found it difficult to acknowledge how
much she needed her mother, Layla was reluctant to acknowledge
that I was important to her. Yet at the same time she was meticulous
about attending, and was rarely late or absent, indicating that the
work we were doing together was important to her. My counter-
transference oscillated between feeling that I had nothing to give

her that she couldn't work out for herself and feeling that she was

stuck to me like glue. I alternated between feeling pushed away and

U
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We are all resistant to change

\Vhen I first trained as a clinical psychologist using a cognitive behav-

roural modei, I was puzzled by the fact that at times clients would ignore

ny suggestions about how they could bring about the change they so

Jesperately longed for. Sometimes they would come back and tell me

:hat they couldnt find time to do the assigned task that week, or that they

ead completely forgotten about it; sometimes they would say they had

:ried once and it didnt work so they gave up. They were not being delib-

.rately diffrcult. Quite often they were upset at themselves that they were

:ot doing the things they had agreed to. It was an example of how even

iough in our conscious minds we want change, there is unconscious

:esistance to doing so. There are many reasons for this, not least the fact

rat change is dangerous because it means stepping into the unknown.

iowever painful our current predicament and however much we might
,'ant to be different,'the devil you know' often feels preferable.

The psychodynamic nrodel holds that resistance to change, and

:erefore to the process of counselling, is normal. Consequently, resist-

=ce is not seen as something the client has to resolve before he can

.:art the psychological work he has come to do; rather it is understood

.. a normal part of any therapeutic endeavour. Psychodynamic models

-e interested in understanding what the resistance is about - in par-

-:ular what the client finds difficult to give up in order to bring about

:-e longed-for change. In our first meeting Layla gave me an indication

:--out how difficult she might find it to change when she told me how

:uch she did not want to move to Edinburgh r.vith her boy'friend.

-though she presented it as a dilemma about leaving her very depend-

::-: and needy mother, over time I came to understand that Layla her-

-.-: rvas involved in a merged relationship with her mother and
'.:iified of being apart from her. Her conscious wish to marry and be

"-.:h James was secondary to her unconscious need to maintain the

:-.rged relationship with her mother. I hlpothesized that Layla might

i:i-e counselling should the conflict between her wish to marry and

:tr: anxiety about separating from her mother become unbearable.

on the outside and pulled in so closely that I felt suffocated' ln this

state of 'push-me-pull-you' I sometimes found it difficult to stay

motivated in her sessions'

Layla's transference to me also reflected her childhood experiences with

her parents. I suspected that Laylat early relationship with her mother

was so intertwined that it had compromised the normal developmental

processes of separation. ln her teens, at a time when Layla should have

been becoming more emotionally and physically separate from her

parents, her mother recruited her as a replacement partner' As the

relationship between her parents deteriorated Layla became her

mother! advocate, feeling increasingly responsible for her. She weighed

in to arguments on her mother's side, particularly when her father was

being critical of his wife. Layla enjoyed the feeling of power that this gave

her and the accompanying feelings of being special and chosen over

both her father and brother. At the same time I sensed contempt for a

mother who could not look after herself and who could not be left' I

began to hypothesize that in her relationship to me she was also caught

bet-ween wanting to be special as she had been to her mother and

contemptuous of any vulnerability she sensed in me.

By unclerstanding the nature of our client's transference and our own

countertransference we begin to understand something about what is

going on in the clientt inner world' He is telling us a little about how he

.*p.ri.n."d his early relationships and the behaviours, emotions and

fantasies that dominate his current relationships' This is why the

psychodynamic model places the relationship between a client and his

counsellor at the centre of the work. It goes beyond recognizing how

necessary it is that client and counsellor develop a good working rela-

tionship - an important factor in all forms of counselling or therapy'

The psycho<lynamic model holds that the relationship between the cli-

ent and his counsellor not only reflects the client's inner world but is

also the most important vehicle in bringing about psychological change'

This is because, although the client may experience us in a way that is

concordant with his template for relationships, he has the opportuni$

not only to examine that template but also to learn what it is like to

relate differently.

I
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1. The latent content of a dream refers to the unconscious meaning of
a story or dream. The manifest content is the actual content of the story

or dream.

Further Reading
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THREE
How Did We Get Here?

-n the previous chapter I talked about a number of agreed concePts

,-urrently in use in psychodynamic counselling. In this chapter I want

:o look at the route by which we arrived at these concePts. It is the story

..f the development of one of the defining theories of the twentieth

ientury, one that has become so embedded in our culture that its tech-

:rical language has become part of everyday discourse - we are nearly

:11 familiar with terms such as 'the unconscious] 'ego' or'introversion/
<xtroversion' for example. As well as explaining psychological distress,

:t has also contributed to our understanding of normal emotional

:evelopment and psychological functioning. Furthermore, it has

.nriched our understanding of art, literature, religion, society and

:olitics (Gerhardt, 2010; Lemma and Patrick, 2010).

But it is also a human story - of brilliance, friendship, rivalry
.ratreds and politics. Freud had already made significant contribu-
::ons to research in his first career as a neurologist in Vienna, when

:.e turned his attention to psychological disturbance, in particular
:-vsteria. Hysteria is rarely seen in Western society today, but was

i'ery common in late nineteenth-century Europe. Sufferers experi-

=rced physical symptoms, such as paralysis, for which there was no

::parent physical cause. In 1893 Freud co-authored a landmark
:aper with his colleague Breuer in which they linked traumatic and

-nremembered events experienced in childhood with the physical

;:mptoms ofhysteria (Breuer and Freud,2013). Because the uncov-

::ed memories were about sexual trauma, Freud later called his theory

-re Seduction Theory.

.Ab,

Note
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